The development of Ribosome Profiling (RiboSeq) has revolutionized functional genomics. RiboSeq is based on capturing and sequencing of the mRNA fragments enclosed within the translating ribosome and it thereby provides a 'snapshot' of ribosome positions at the transcriptome wide level. Although the method is predominantly used for analysis of differential gene expression and discovery of novel translated ORFs, the RiboSeq data can also be a rich source of information about molecular mechanisms of polypeptide synthesis and translational control. This review will focus on how recent findings made with RiboSeq have revealed important details of the molecular mechanisms of translation in eukaryotes. These include mRNA translation sensitivity to drugs affecting translation initiation and elongation, the roles of upstream ORFs in response to stress, the dynamics of elongation and termination as well as details of intrinsic ribosome behavior on the mRNA after translation termination. As the RiboSeq method is still at a relatively early stage we will also discuss the implications of RiboSeq artifacts on data interpretation.
INTRODUCTION
It has been known for decades that the ribosome protects the portion of mRNA that is enclosed within its subunits from ribonuclease digestion (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . The advent of massively parallel sequencing enabled the development of the RiboSeq technique which is based on the sequencing of these protected mRNA fragments on a large scale. Initially it was demonstrated for yeast cells (6) and later was applied to other species. Since its inception, ribosome profiling has been used to examine many aspects of translation in humans (7) and mice (8) , fishes (9) , insects (10), nematodes (11) , as well as plants (12) , protozoa (13) , bacteria (14) and virus-infected cells (15) .
The fragments that the elongating ribosome protects are normally 18-34 nucleotides long depending on the organism, the ribosome conformation state and the experimental protocol applied (14, [16] [17] [18] [19] . Usually, the treatment of cytoplasmic extracts with ribonucleases is followed by the isolation of 80S particles which contain Ribosome Protected Fragments (RPFs) or ribosome 'footprints'. The positions of the mapped reads on the mRNA sequence display a 3 nucleotide periodicity reflecting the stepwise movement of the elongating ribosome over codons. This enables for the detection of translated ORFs and their reading-frame transitions (20) . In the course of RPF preparation, the ribosomes need to be blocked at mRNA. This is frequently done with antibiotics that arrest elongation (cycloheximide, emetine, chloramphenicol, anisomycin) or flash freezing in liquid nitrogen. The isolated RPFs are used to generate cDNAs that are subsequently sequenced using massively parallel sequencing platforms. An important control is to measure in parallel the level of mRNAs present in the tested cells (RNAseq). To this end, the mRNA is isolated from a proportion of the cytoplasmic extract, prior to nuclease digestion, and then randomly cleaved by alkaline hydrolysis to yield mRNA fragments (typically around the same length as ribosome footprints). The ratio of RPFs to RNAseq fragments mapped to each transcript is often used as an estimate of its relative translation efficiency (TE). The ribosome profiling protocol is described in dedicated methodology publications (21, 22) and commercial kits are currently available.
Numerous ad hoc modifications of the protocols have been made.
RiboSeq is not the first genome wide approach to study translation. Polysome profiling quantifies mRNAs that are bound by multiple ribosomes (polysomes), which are isolated by sucrose gradient centrifugation. Here, the RNA quantitation was initially achieved using microarrays (23) (24) (25) , and later with massively parallel sequencing. It is assumed that the presence of mRNAs in polysomes reflects translation of the annotated coding ORFs (acORF), while in reality, ribosomes may translate other ORFs. RiboSeq provides a more direct estimate of protein synthesis as it generates position specific information. This allows a relative measure of the number of ribosomes occupying either a specific mRNA region, such as the acORF ( Figure 1A ), the 5 leader (also known as 5 UTR) ( Figure 1B) , the 3' trailer (also known as 3 UTR) ( Figure 1C ), or specific elongation pause sites ( Figure 1D ) or start and stop codons ( Figure  1E ).
Novel applications of RiboSeq continue to emerge, recently RiboSeq was used for the analysis of translation in subcellular compartments (26, 27) , in certain cell types in the context of a whole organism (28, 29) and for the detection of translation quantitative trait loci (30, 31) . Ribosome Profiling is now further empowered by a wide spectrum of computational resources. At RiboSeq.Org, GWIPS-viz (32, 33) provides visualizations of genomic alignments for publicly available RiboSeq data aligned to the genomes of a dozen of organisms and RiboGalaxy (34) allows researchers to analyse their data on a cloud server via an internet browser using a variety of tools from such packages as RUST (35) , riboSeqR (36) and RiboTools (37) . Publicly available RiboSeq data also can be accessed at RPFdb (38) . Furthermore, sORFs.org (39) collects ORFs whose translation is supported with RiboSeq data, and TISdb (40) is a collection of translation initiation sites predicted from RiboSeq data. Several stand alone tools were developed for differential gene expression analysis (anota (41) , Babel (42), RiboDiff (43), Xtail (44)), and for the prediction of translated ORFs (RiboTaper (45), ORF-Rator (46) and riboHMM (47) ). Ribomap (48) estimates footprint origins in the presence of multiple splice isoforms and repetitive regions and Rfoot (49) uses RiboSeq data to predict non-ribosome protected RNA sites. Additional RiboSeq specific pipelines include PROTEOFORMER (50) and RiboProfiling (51) .
While the use of ribosome profiling has been reviewed extensively, see (52) (53) (54) (55) (56) (57) (58) (59) , this review focuses on how RiboSeq has been used to characterize the mechanisms of initiation, elongation, termination and ribosome recycling specifically in eukaryotic cells.
INITIATION

mRNA recruitment to the 43S preinitiation complex
The 43S pre-initiation complex (PIC) consists of a 40S ribosomal subunit loaded with Met-tRNA*eIF2*GTP (ternary complex, TC) and initiation factors eIF3, eIF1, eIF1A and eIF5. Its recruitment to mRNA is preceded by recognition of the mRNA m 7 G cap by initiation factor eIF4E. eIF4E operates as a part of the trimeric complex eIF4F (eIF4E, eIF4G and eIF4A) where eIF4G has a role as a scaffold protein and eIF4A is a helicase that unwinds base paired nucleotides within 5 leaders of mRNA during 43S PIC scanning (for recent reviews see (60, 61) ).
The recognition of m 7 G cap by eIF4F is under stringent control. Some proteins can sequester eIF4E from eIF4G, and thus act as translational repressors. The most well studied translational repressors are mammalian eIF4E binding proteins (4EBPs). Hyper-phosphorylated 4EBPs do not bind to eIF4E, thereby allowing eIF4F engage in translation. The phosphorylation of 4EBP in mammalian cells is mostly carried out by the mTORC1 complex. mTORC1 includes mTOR kinase which plays a central role in proliferation and cell growth. Once mTORC1 is inactivated, rapid dephosphorylation of 4EBPs occurs; 4EBPs then sequester eIF4E from eIF4F thereby inhibiting cap-dependent translation (62) (63) (64) (65) .
The interactions of eIF4E with the mRNA cap and eIF4G were considered to be of paramount importance for the translation of almost all cellular mRNAs. Disruption of either interaction is believed to produce a global suppression effect on bulk protein synthesis. However, recent RiboSeq data suggests that disruption of the eIF4E-eIF4G interaction by 4EBP leads to a highly differential effect on translation and that global translation is less inhibited than may have been expected (66) .
Two independent RiboSeq studies (67, 68) examined the translational response to mTOR inactivation. Mammalian cells were briefly treated with inhibitors PP242, INK128 and Torin-1, which target the catalytic subunit of mTOR and thus activate 4EBPs more efficiently than the pioneer drug rapamycin, that acts allosterically (69) . The global level of translation was significantly reduced, ∼40% relative to control conditions (68) . Around 150 mRNAs were inhibited >4-8 folds relative to the global translation. The majority of these mRNAs (70) bear a 5 Terminal Oligopyrimidine Tract (5 TOP) motif. In addition to 5 TOP, other motifs termed Pyrimidine Tract Responsive Elements (PTREs) were proposed (67) .This element, unlike 5 TOP motifs, possesses an invariant uridine flanked by pyrimidines and, importantly, does not reside at the +1 position of the 5 leader. It was proposed that 5 TOP and PTRE motifs (and perhaps others) may act synergistically. Many 'mTOR sensitive' mRNAs encode components of the protein synthesis apparatus which are in particular demand during active growth and proliferation. This is consistent with observations that mTOR also regulates both rRNA and tRNA transcription (71) (72) (73) . Two other classes of non-TOP 'mTOR-sensitive' mRNAs were identified recently (74) . The first includes certain mRNAs with long 5 leaders, which mostly encode survival-and proliferation promoting proteins (e.g.
CCND3, ODC1, MCL1, BIRC5, MYC).
The second class is a subset of mRNAs with very short 5 leaders, which mostly encode proteins with mitochondrial functions. Interestingly, these mRNAs are enriched with TISU (Translation Initiator of Short 5 UTR) initiation contexts, which provide unusual requirements for translation initiation components (75, 76) . These TISU elements are not the cause of the mTOR sensitivity, however (74) . The fact that these 'mTOR-sensitive' mRNAs were not identified in prior RiboSeq studies was claimed to be due to technical reasons, including insufficient sequencing depth (74) . Continuous Ribosomes paused at the stop codon and queued upstream ribosomes; green and blue shapes represent 40S complexes and 60S subunits respectively, only 80S ribosomes (40S+60S complexes) produce footprints using the conventional RiboSeq protocol. Red bars show the number of RPFs aligned to a particular location, due to biases of library preparation and sequencing the bar heights do not fully correspond to actual ribosome occupancies. Orange ovals highlight specific locations of ribosome footprints. translation of mRNAs under conditions of mTOR inhibition can be explained by residual levels of active eIF4F, but reliance on other ribosome recruitment factors is an intriguing possibility.
Although the role of eIF4E has been actively addressed with RiboSeq, many aspects of 43S PIC recruitment have yet to be elucidated. For instance, we do not know the role of the different initiation factor paralogs on the regulation of translation. In humans, there are two different eIF4F scaffolds, eIF4G1 and eIF4G3 (a third isoform, eIF4G2 a.k.a. Dap5, lacks an eIF4E binding site), three eIF4Es, and also three 4EBPs which may have different preferences to each other and to certain mRNAs. We also still have not delineated the importance of other executors of 4EBP phosphorylation, for example, cyclin-dependent kinase 1/cyclin B1 was reported to do so during mitosis (77) . Finally, apart from 'canonical' 4EBPs there are a number of alternative factors which may regulate m 7 G cap recognition by eIF4E (reviewed in (78)). RiboSeq is ideal for exploring these understudied aspects of 43S PIC recruitment.
Old and new players that participate in scanning 5 leaders
The 43S PIC scanning along 5 leaders bearing secondary structures requires helicase activity (for review, see (79) ) and eIF4A is believed to be a key component in mRNA leader structure unwinding. A few studies addressed the effect of eIF4A inhibition on genome wide protein synthesis in mammalian cells. In two studies the inhibition was achieved by silvestrol, which belongs to the flavagline family of plant natural products (80, 81) . This drug increases binding of eIF4A to RNA (64) and thus impairs the activity of eIF4F. Genome wide analysis of 'silvestrol-sensitive' translationally downregulated mRNAs revealed that their 5 leaders are usually long and structured. In both studies, the number of these mRNAs was relatively low (284 in case of (80)). Specifically, the 5 leaders of 'silvestrol-sensitive' mRNAs were shown to be enriched in G-quadruplexes. These structures are considered to be efficient inhibitors of translation, and their unwinding upon scanning requires higher helicase activity. Interestingly, many 'silvestrol-sensitive' mRNAs encode oncogenes and cell-cycle regulators, which aligns well with the anti-proliferative properties of this drug. A more recent RiboSeq study with another flavagline closely related to silvestrol, rocaglamide A, led to a different conclusion. It was found that this drug specifically clamps eIF4A onto polypurine sequences, and secondary structures in 5 leaders are only a minor determinant for rocaglamide A selectivity (82) . Whether silvestrol and rocaglamide A possess different selectivity is not clear.
Recently, a study carried out RiboSeq after treating the cells with Pateamine A, which also targets eIF4A (83) . The authors report that this treatment potently blocks translation and resulted in a widespread reduction in RPFs on coding sequences with a median inhibition of 22-fold. This effect was independent of the length of the 5' leader. Pateamine A has a different mode of action than flavaglines in that it is responsible for inhibition of the interaction between eIF4A and eIF4G (as opposed to reducing its helicase activity (84)). It is of interest whether physiological modulation of mammalian eIF4A availability by means of PDCD4, which competes with eIF4G for eIF4A binding (85, 86) , would produce a pattern of regulation similar to these pharmacological treatments.
Whether other helicases and accessory proteins can complement or even substitute for eIF4A is unknown. RiboSeq was applied to yeast strains with mutations in DED1 (DDX3 is the mammalian orthologue) or TIF1 (EIF4A1 is the mammalian orthologue) (87) . Both mutations resulted in a significant impairment on general translation as evidenced by a reduction of bulk polysomes. Footprint densities in DED1 mutants were significantly changed (relative to the average) for 814 transcripts (∼17% of expressed genes). The majority of these genes displayed a reduction in TE, indicating that >10% of all mRNAs revealed a dependence on Ded1 for efficient translation. The 5 leaders of Ded1-dependent mRNAs are typically long and predicted to have a greater than average propensity to form secondary structures. In contrast, despite a similarly strong reduction in general translation observed for an eIF4A mutant, translation of only 36 mRNAs was hyperdependent on an eIF4A orthologue, implying that translation of most mRNAs was reduced comparably by the inactivation of eIF4A. Further analysis performed with reporter constructs suggests that the eIF4A orthologue, assisted by Ded1, is required for binding of the 43S PIC at the 5 ends of mRNAs harboring cap-proximal RNA secondary structure.
Later this research was substantially developed by the same group to investigate the role of eIF4B, a cofactor of eIF4A which stimulates its helicase activity. To this end, the effect of TIF3 (eIF4B is the mammalian orthologue) mutation in yeast was investigated (88) . Similar to Ded1 and TIF1, TIF3 depletion resulted in a strong decrease in bulk translation, with 111 hyperdependent and 48 hypodependent mRNAs identified. The change in gene expression was greater (and considerably different) for the TIF3 mutant than the TIF1 mutant which was unexpected given that TIF3 is a cofactor of TIF1 and that TIF3 is not an essential gene in yeast. In addition the subsets of eIF4B-hyperdependent (111 mRNA) and eIF4A-hyperdependent mRNAs (36 mRNAs) overlap by only three mRNAs. This implies that eIF4B may have an alternative function or acts independently of eIF4A, as many eIF4B-hyperdependent mRNAs have 'standard' requirements for eIF4A.
Translation initiation site (TIS) selection
Once the 43S PIC is successfully loaded onto mRNA and is in the scanning mode, it searches for an appropriate initiation codon. One of the general conclusions from the very first RiboSeq data was widespread alternative initiation both at AUGs and near-cognate start codons. This was initially observed by RPFs derived from the mRNA sequences which were annotated as 5 leaders. Later, more specialized approaches were used to precisely map translation initiation sites genome wide. These approaches are based on the properties of particular antibiotics such as harringtonine (8) , and later, lactimidomycin (89) . Both of these drugs block elongation of de novo assembled 80S initiation complexes, whereas those 80S already engaged in elongation are believed to be refractory to these treatments. In another approach treatment with puromycin followed by cycloheximide was applied in order to release peptide-elongating ribosomes from mRNAs and then to block ribosomes during the first elongation step (90) . These studies found that widespread non-AUG initiation occurs in eukaryotes. The occurrence of such initiation was not surprising as the ability of the translation initiation apparatus to recognize non-AUG codons as initiation sites is known from pioneering work by Kozak (91) . However, its apparent frequency was unexpected as analysis using classic molecular biology techniques suggested that such initiation is generally inefficient.
Recent computational estimation of TIS strength from several published RiboSeq datasets provides potential explanations for this discrepancy (92) . Using quantitative estimations of initiation efficiencies, AUG codons were confirmed to be much better initiators than near-cognate codons. The discrepancy between widespread occurrence of non-AUG initiation and its low efficiency is easily resolved once their locations are examined. In the vast majority of cases non-AUG initiation is observed upstream of AUG codons consistent with 'leakiness' of the former and 'tightness' of the latter.
The influence of nucleotide context surrounding a TIS on the efficiency of initiation is well documented (93, 94) , especially at positions −3 and +4 with respect to the first (+1) nucleotide of the start codon. However, the correlation of the context strength and TIS efficiency in RiboSeq studies was weak (92) . This could be due to technical artifacts (see below), and/or it is also possible that the effect of the nucleotide context is confounded by the other mRNA elements that influence the efficiency of translation initiation. These may include specific secondary structures and RNA binding proteins interfering with the progression of scanning complexes, obscuring some potentially strong initiation codons and enhancing the weak ones. To conclude, even with the findings of the recent RiboSeq studies, at present we cannot reliably predict the efficiency or even the precise location of translation initiation in particular mRNAs from its sequence alone.
Regulation of translation by upstream open reading frames
Almost all RiboSeq studies reported higher footprint densities for 5 leaders than for 3 trailers indicating translation upstream of acORFs, although some can be attributed to the synthesis of N-terminally extended proteoforms (95) . Upon various stress conditions, the percentage of RPFs at 5 leaders, typically <1% (of all footprints aligned to the transcriptome) in mammalian cells, increases relative to acORFs. Translation of uORFs may generally be expected to be repressive. However, sometimes reciprocal changes in the translation of uORFs and acORFs can be observed at the level of individual genes, although this is not a general phenomenon. Alterations in ribosome density at uORFs also occur during conditions unrelated to stress e.g. during meiosis in yeast (96) , cell cycle (97) and circadian oscillations in gene expression (28) .
The events that trigger alterations in uORF translation are not fully understood. One possibility is that the activity or availability of those translation initiation factors responsible for initiation codon selection changes upon stress. In fact, upon oxygen and glucose deprivation (OGD), extensive translation regulation was observed for mRNAs encoding initiation factors eIF1, eIF5, eIF1A (and its paralogs), all of which are known as modulators of initiation codon selection. This may reflect an ongoing reprogramming of the translation initiation apparatus (98). It is not well known whether or how the activities of these initiation factors are regulated, except for the fact that both eIF1 and eIF5 are subject to post-translational modifications which may affect initiation codon selection (99) (100) (101) . Intriguingly, both factors regulate their own translation (102, 103) .
Much more is known about regulation of eIF2, another principal player in TIS selection, and about the consequences of its regulation on translation. eIF2 forms the ternary complex (TC) with GTP and Met-tRNAi and is loaded onto the 40S ribosome to enable it to recognize a start codon, after which eIF2*GDP is released. GDP is then recycled to GTP by guanine exchange factor (GEF), eIF2B, to enable another round of initiation. Various stress conditions trigger the integrated stress response (ISR). Upon ISR, any of four kinases, HRI, PKR, PERK or GCN2, phosphorylate the alpha subunit of eIF2 at Ser51 (104) . eIF2B forms a stable complex with phosphorylated eIF2 and is unable to rapidly recycle GTP. Phosphorylation of a modest number of eIF2 molecules rapidly reduces the limited pool of active eIF2B resulting in the general inhibition of protein synthesis. Some mRNAs are known to evade such translation repression, and the translation of their uORFs plays a critical role in this control.
To explore this regulation genome wide, a few research groups applied RiboSeq under conditions of ISR. One study found that upon robust phosphorylation of eIF2, triggered by treatment with arsenite, translation was greatly suppressed except for only a dozen mRNAs, all of which contained translated uORFs (105) . Another study found that a very similar set of mRNAs were resistant to the unfolded protein response (UPR) induced with tunicamycin, a small molecule that blocks N-glycosylation and causes endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress (106) , which also results in eIF2 phosphorylation. Strikingly, differential translation upon UPR can be reversed upon treatment with a small molecule ISRIB, which potentiates the activity of eIF2B irrespective of eIF2's phosphorylation status (106) (107) (108) .
In these studies, the number of preferentially translated mRNAs was low in comparison to all mRNAs with translated uORFs. The common characteristic of the resistant mRNAs is poor translation of acORFs and the presence of at least one efficiently translated uORF under normal conditions (105) . Under stress conditions uORF translation is decreased whereas translation of the acORF is modestly enhanced or at least is not changed. Interestingly, in several cases (e.g. for DDIT3, IFRD1 and PPP1R15B mRNAs) a single uORF appeared to be sufficient for eIF2 mediated translation control (105, 109) . It is not clear why particular uORFs involved in the translation control are mediating regulation by eIF2 inactivation. It can be speculated that in addition to uORFs other properties of leaders are responsible for translation control upon eIF2 phosphorylation (105) . It appears that TC deficiency does not influence TIS recognition directly, as no alterations in AUG versus non-AUG codon initiation were observed in general.
A recent computational study of available ribosome profiling data (110) that examined the relationship between the features of the 5 leader and acORF TE concluded that while uORFs are generally repressive they are only minor determinants of global acORF TE. Thus, it is possible that only a minority of translated uORFs are strong repressors of acORF translation, while the majority are not repressive due to leaky scanning, 43S sliding and/or reinitiation (60, 111, 112) . It is also likely that individual uORFs may work as translation regulators sensing specific conditions as exemplified by polyamine level sensing by uORFs in AMD1 (113) and AZIN1 (114) 5 leaders, and by an uORF-based Mg2+ concentration sensor in a leader of TRPM7 mRNA, encoding a magnesium channel (115) . It can be expected that there may be different modes of regulation, through TC levels, and/or through changes in start codon selection stringency (eIF1 and/or eIF5 levels). Moreover, any alterations in translation elongation, termination and recycling, discussed below, could also affect initiation at mRNAs containing translated uORFs. Given that about half of mammalian leaders possess uAUGs (116) , and non-AUG initiation also occurs, a sophisticated interplay between all stages of translation may occur for uORF containing mRNAs (see (61) for a recent review).
TCP-Seq: RiboSeq of scanning and initiating ribosomes
An important limitation of conventional RiboSeq is the absence of information regarding the intrinsic behavior of scanning ribosomes. To overcome this, Archer et al. developed TCP-Seq (117), a variation of RiboSeq to detect the footprints protected by 40S ribosome complexes in addition to 80S ribosomes. It is based on formaldehyde crosslinking followed by RNase treatment and isolation of 40S/48S and 80S crosslinked intermediates. TCP-Seq was applied to yeast and its results supported a model where multiple ribosomes can scan the 5 leader simultaneously. It was shown that scanning ribosomes pause within 5 leaders without the apparent involvement of secondary structures, and that initiating ribosomes have at least three conformations (protecting fragments of 19, 29 and 37 nt). These footprints share the same 5 end but differ at their 3 ends, reflecting changes at the entry channel following start codon recognition. Furthermore, footprints from lingering 40S subunits at termination codons were also identified which may prove useful for identifying translation of overlapping ORFs. The development of TCP-Seq for mammalian cells could bring important insights into mammalian translation control, which is especially interesting as mammalian 5 leaders are in general much longer than in yeast.
ELONGATION
Once initiation of translation is accomplished, the ribosome starts to synthesize protein. The rate of protein elongation in living cells has been estimated from experiments with reporter constructs, but until recently it was not possible to investigate it at a global level.
An elegant approach using RiboSeq was applied to calculate the average elongation rate in mammalian cells, where cells were pulse-treated with a drug to selectively stop new initiation followed by RiboSeq at several brief time intervals. This delay creates an area of low ribosome density immediately downstream of start codons whose length is proportional to the interval between the treatments. In this experiment, the mean elongation rate for mammalian cells was estimated to be 5.6 codons per second (8) . This average speed was described to have little variance among all mRNAs irrespective of the length of their coding sequences and TE. Dana and Tuller, however, argued that the rate of elongation is slower at the beginning of coding regions, owing to differences in codon adaption to the tRNA pool (118, 119) .
Metagene profiles (an average profile from many transcripts) of many ribosome profiling studies show increased ribosome density at TIS and termination codons, and a consistent elevation of ribosome density in the first few hundred codons after which the density of ribosomes along the coding sequence is often uniform until the end of the acORF. However, under certain conditions this distribution can be altered. Indeed, the accumulation of ribosomes at around codon 65 on most mRNAs during severe heat stress was observed in both mouse and human cells (120) . This was shown to be linked to chaperone (HSP70) function. Thus, the interaction of the chaperone machinery with the nascent peptide is an important factor that modulates the velocity of the ribosome along the mRNA. Similar findings were made for the translation response to proteotoxic stress induced by the amino acid analog L-azetidine-2-carboxylic acid (AZC) which competes with proline during amino acid incorporation (121) . A case of global deviation from uniform ribosome distribution toward the end of the acORFs was observed in PC12 cells (interestingly--under normal conditions) (98) . A metagene profile demonstrated a pattern of RPF close to the stop codon that most likely represents queuing of ribosomes. This queuing disappears upon OGD, which could occur if either the elongation rate reduces, or the rate of termination/recycling increases, or both (98).
The interaction of the signal recognition particle (SRP) with the nascent polypeptide as it emerges from the 60S ribosome subunit tunnel was speculated to cause pausing of translation. Pechmann et al. found that in vivo the cotranslational recognition of the signal amino acid sequence (SS) or transmembrane domain (TMD) by the SRP is enhanced when the mRNA encoding the secretory polypeptide contains a cluster of non-optimal codons (∼35-40 codons) downstream of the SRP-binding site, i.e. at a distance sufficient to span the ribosomal exit tunnel (122) . This led the authors to speculate that the moment of enhanced SRP interaction is controlled by a genetically programmed slowdown in elongation when the SS emerges from the ribosome and this slow-down is determined by a cluster of non-optimal or 'slow' codons. In contrast, a later RiboSeq study by the same group (123) suggests that in general elongation arrest is not associated with SRP binding. Instead, perhaps in order to avoid such arrest, SRPs are directed to ribosomes translating the mRNA even before translation of the SS/TMD encoding region in a large subset of the mRNAs recognized by the SRP. For some of the mRNAs this recognition was driven through signals contained in their mRNA 3 trailers (123) . The pausing of ribosomes however was still observed for mRNAs encoding non secretory proteins that are targeted by the SRP.
It is believed that for most mRNAs initiation is the rate limiting step of translation. While the advantage for codon bias is not obvious, it has been suggested, for example, that codon usage optimizes global, rather than local translation (124) . Yet another possibility was recently provided by Presnyak et al. who showed that in yeast, the codon optimality index is a very strong predictor of mRNA stability, and that optimal codons in coding sequences are linked to faster decoding rates and vice versa (125) . In the follow-up study, Radhakrishnan et al. provided a mechanistic insight into how elongation rates affect mRNA stability in yeast (126) . This was linked to DEAD-box protein Dhh1p, which targets slowly translated mRNAs for decay. Strikingly, the effect of non-optimal codons on mRNA stability was shown to depend on their locations within acORF (the 'polarity' effect). In the context of reporter mRNAs, non-optimal codons show greater effects when placed closer to the acORF 5 end. This was explained by the fact that more ribosomes accumulate upstream and thus recruit more Dhh1p, which triggers more efficient degradation. Therefore, prediction of mRNA half-life may be further improved by codon position-specific information.
Whatever the effect of local decoding rates on global translation might be, their alteration can influence cell fitness and phenotype. It was found that the loss of the anticodon wobble uridine (U 34 ) modification (mcm 5 s 2 U) in a subset of tRNAs leads to ribosome pausing at cognate codons in Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Caenorhabditis elegans (127) . Interestingly, upon loss of the U 34 modification, decoding of only CAA and AAA triplets is affected (becomes slower), whereas other codons that are decoded by U 34 bearing tRNAs are not affected. This anomaly elicits a widespread protein aggregation in vivo.
Availability of certain amino acids (and hence aminoacylated tRNAs) for protein synthesis may be limiting for certain tumors. Using Ribosome Profiling, Loayza-Punch (128) demonstrated that proline levels are restrictive for certain kidney cancers because of insufficient levels of corresponding aminoacylated tRNAs. This is compensated with high levels of PYCR1, the key enzyme of the proline biosynthesis pathway, in these tumors. In support of this observation, knocking out PYCR1 impedes tumorigenic growth.
TERMINATION AND RECYCLING
Recent studies of translation termination and recycling in eukaryotes revealed that, as well as canonical release factors (eRFs), additional players are critically involved (111, 129, 130) . Guydosh and Green (131) used RiboSeq to uncover the function of Dom34 in yeast. Dom34 (PELO and pelota are the human and fruit fly orthologues, respectively), is a distant homolog of release factor eRF1. Dom34 was shown to dissociate stalled ribosomes in vitro with participation of Hbs1 and Rli1 (132) . However, its function in vivo was not clear. Comparison of RPFs from wild type cells with those from cells with Dom34 knocked out (dom34 ) allowed the authors to discover increased ribosome occupancy at one particular position within the HAC1 mRNA (yeast orthologue of mammalian XBP1). HAC1/XBP1 mRNA is known to be subject to an unusual event -splicing in the cytoplasm that leads to the synthesis of a protein product encoded in an alternative frame relative to the unspliced variant (133, 134) . The observation of ribosomes stalled at the very 3 end of the splicing intermediate in Dom34 knockout cells allowed the authors to conclude that Dom34 normally rescues such stalled ribosomes. Dom34 was found to be unable to rescue ribosomes if they pause within the coding sequence enriched in proline residues or a stretch of histidines when cells are deprived of this amino acid. Another intriguing observation was the presence of ribosomes within the 3' trailers of some mRNAs in the knockout strain. They accumulated mostly at the border of the 3' trailers and the polyA tail and did not reveal any triplet periodicity. Strikingly, only a small percentage (11%) of mRNA species revealed such 3' trailers bound ribosomes, but specific features common to these mRNAs were not found. Thus, it seems likely that Dom34 also participates in termination/recycling on certain intact mRNAs.
These studies were substantially developed in research devoted to Rli1 (ABCE1 in mammals) (135) . Rli1 is presumed to be the principal recycling factor in yeast cells. RiboSeq showed that in Rli1-depleted cells, 80S ribosomes accumulate at stop codons and within the 3 trailers of all yeast genes and to a much greater extent than in dom34 cells. These ribosomes are very likely engaged in translation, as dozens of endogenous peptides potentially encoded within the 3 trailers were detected. The authors presented compelling evidence that the ribosome density in 3 trailers originates from reinitiation events rather than from readthrough of the acORF stop codons where RPFs would not be expected 3 of the next in-frame stop codon.
The phenomenon of ribosome travelling along 3' trailers remains mysterious. Miettinen and Björklund (136) showed that nucleases selected for RiboSeq affect the quantitative analysis of translatability of mRNAs. RPFs at the beginning of acORF were more abundant in RNAse I digests, than in micrococcal nuclease (MN) samples. Also curiously, digestion with MN yielded high amounts of RPFs localizing in 3 trailers. RPFs derived from 3 trailers have a different mean length in comparison to 'normal' RPFs suggesting that if these footprints derive from ribosomes, they may traverse 3 trailers in a different conformation.
A well-known phenomenon that could explain the presence of some of these ribosome footprints in 3 trailers is stop codon readthrough, where tRNAs are incorporated at stop codons. C-terminal extensions of proteins produced by readthrough may alter protein function (137) and localization (138) . Instances of this rare recoding phenomenon have been observed in many organisms (see (139) for a recent review on recoding) including humans (140) . However, this phenomenon was shown to be more frequent in Drosophila (10) and Anopheles mosquitoes (141). Extensive readthrough was revealed which was consistent with earlier predictions based on phylogenetic analysis of fruit fly genomes (142) . RiboSeq, applied to Drosophila embryos and a macrophage-like lineage S2 cell line, revealed significant variations in readthrough efficiencies for the same mRNAs, which suggests that readthrough may be controlled in a cell type and development stage specific manner. The cause for the cell type-specific and mRNA specific readthrough is not known.
Stress dependent alterations in readthrough efficiencies were observed for mammalian cells upon OGD (98) . For 19 mRNAs, relatively high RPF densities were observed downstream of acORF stop codons under normal conditions, and the triplet periodicity of the signal strongly suggests that ribosomes do translate these regions in the same reading frame. In all of these cases, the readthrough stop codon is UGA, known as the most prone to readthrough (138, 140, 143) . Upon OGD, the efficiency of readthrough significantly decreased as early as 20 min. Although the cause of readthough is not clear, it may be speculated that it may relate to hydroxylation of either termination factors or the ribosomal proteins (144, 145) which should be reduced in the absence of oxygen.
In some yeast strains, termination factor eRF3 is known to form prion aggregates and this phenotype is described as [PSI+] . Baudin-Baillieu et al. took advantage of this and carried out comparative ribosome profiling of [PSI+] and [PSI−] strains to explore the role of eRF3 (146) . Readthrough in about 100 genes was identified in [PSI + ] cells. Curiously, [PSI + ] was also found to affect the accuracy of triplet decoding. Thus, the presence of this conformational form of termination factor eRF3 may have a broader impact on protein synthesis than just an effect on translation termination, however, this also could be due to secondary effects of deregulated protein synthesis.
Variations in genetic codes often arises as a result of stop-codon reassignment (139) . Two independent studies (147,148) uncovered strikingly unusual decoding in the ciliate Condylostoma magnum, where all stop-codons are decoded as amino acids, except when they are in close proximity to polyA tails. Swart et al. (148) carried out ribosome profiling in C. magnum and experimentally confirmed that 3 end dependent termination is indeed the case. Lobanov et al. used ribosome profiling to explore global translation in the ciliate Euplotes where numerous instances of ribo-somal frameshifting have been reported (149, 150) . It appears that, like C. magnum, termination of translation takes place only on stop codons in close proximity to polyA tails, while internal stop codons trigger either +1 or +2 ribosomal frameshifting depending on the preceding codon (151) . Most probably, the proximity of the polyA tail is a prerequisite for termination in these instances. It was speculated that the polyA binding protein (PABP) bound at the polyA tail is needed for the termination and when the stop codons are distant from polyA tails they function as sense codons or frameshifting triggers.
At least some ribosomes that successfully accomplish polypeptide synthesis are likely to be engaged in subsequent initiation on the same mRNA. Indeed, growing evidence supports the mRNA closed-loop model which was suggested a long time ago (152, 153) . It is now known that the interaction between eIF4G, bound to m 7 G cap via eIF4E, and PABP, bound to the polyA tail of mRNA, is responsible for the convergence of both mRNA termini. Intuitively, one feature which may account for the efficiency of closed-loop formation is the length of a particular mRNA. A recent RiboSeq study by Thompson et al. (154) provides evidence that the eukaryote-specific 40S ribosomal protein Asc1/RACK1 is required for efficient translation of mRNAs with short ORFs in S. cerevisiae. The effect of Asc1/RACK on length-dependent translation was reproduced with reporter constructs. This specificity to short mRNAs may be explained by the hypothesis that efficiency of short mRNA translation is more dependent on closedloop complex formation. Accordingly, depletion of eIF4G mimics the translational defects of ASC1 mutants -where a similar dependence on mRNA length was revealed. How Asc1/RACK1 modulates translation mechanistically remains unclear.
RIBOSEQ ARTIFACTS
Notwithstanding its notable successes, it has become increasingly clear that RiboSeq data does not provide an unbiased representation of translation. Perhaps the most wellknown reason for this is the sequence bias introduced during ribosome footprint library generation and its conversion to cDNA and subsequent sequencing. These procedures involve a number of reactions using enzymes with nucleotide sequence specificity. A recent survey of publicly available RiboSeq datasets revealed that in some of the datasets this sequencing bias has a greater influence on the distribution of reads across mRNAs than the identity of codons in the decoding center of the ribosome (35) . Certain improvements have been made recently to reduce these biases with the optimization of protocol steps and use of enzymes with reduced sequence specificity.
A requirement of ribosome footprint generation is the use of RNases to digest the unprotected mRNA, which may degrade rRNA to different extents and display sequence specificity. A systematic study of digestion with various nucleases (I, A, S7 and T1) across different species found that T1 best preserved ribosome integrity while thoroughly digesting polysomes to monosomes (155) . The weak pairwise correlations of the ribosome density profiles at individual transcripts obtained using four different RNases suggests that this could be a major distorting factor in RiboSeq data.
The pretreatment of cells with antibiotics,which is used to stall the ribosomes prior to cell lysis, generates another important artifact. Notably, due to the differences in experimental protocols, drug pretreatment times in different studies range from1 min to as long as 30 min. Gerashchenko and Gladlyshev reported that cycloheximide pretreatment was a major contributing factor to the observed increased read density at the start of coding sequences (156) .This is likely an artifact due to cycloheximide inhibiting elongating ribosomes, but not initiating ones. An accumulation of ribosomes shortly downstream of initiation sites due to this phenomenon is therefore expected (Figure 2A) . However, the increased density is not wholly caused by this artifact as it has also been observed in datasets produced without cycloheximide pretreatment (157) . This increase of footprint density was earlier ascribed as evidence of slower elongaNucleic Acids Research, 2017, Vol. 45, No. 2 521 tion rates at these regions where codon bias was found to be different from other parts of coding regions (118) .
Pretreatments with cycloheximide, as well as with elongation inhibitors that preferentially block ribosomes at initiation codons, i.e. lactimidomycin and harringtonine, may have even more serious consequences on the rate of initiation itself and even on identity of codons identified as translation initiators. The successful initiation at a particular codon requires eIF1 dissociation from PIC and the initiation rate at a potential start codon increases if the PIC is slowed down at this codon (60) . In this case, the arrest of a translating ribosome shortly downstream of a potential start codon would result in pausing of the next scanning PIC and artificially increase the initiation rate at codons which are not normally recognized as starts. At present it is difficult to estimate the significance of this potential artifact, therefore it is advisable to be cautious when interpreting the initiation rate estimates and the initiation sites obtained from ribosome profiling data. This potential artifact may artificially overstate the amount of TISs and translated uORFs (Figure 2A) .
Furthermore, different antibiotics have a preference for blocking ribosomes at specific codons (16, 158) . Hussmann et al. have shown that after treatment with cycloheximide ribosomes may continue elongation in a sequence dependent manner which they demonstrated is dependent on cycloheximide concentration (159) . Consequently, the read density at codons of the decoding center may not be representative of codon decoding rates in cycloheximide treated samples ( Figure 2B ). Importantly, a high codon specificity is also observed for the 'initiation inhibitor' harringtonine--it appears that this antibiotic preferentially arrests ribosomes at Lys, Arg or Tyr codons (160) . This may seriously impact its implication for mapping TISs.
Although such artifacts are undesirable they are generally considered to be relatively unimportant for differential expression analysis as they are thought to occur in both conditions. However, for some conditions this may not be the case. The local footprint density is a product of the local codon decoding time and initiation rate. In the steady state the latter is equal to the rate of protein synthesis and if local decoding rates do not change, changes in footprint density for the entire mRNA equates to changes of TE. However, this may not always be the case--consider an mRNA that is occupied with stalled ribosomes, while the footprint density at such an mRNA would be high, the rate of protein synthesis would be close to zero. This limitation of footprint density as a proxy for the rate of protein synthesis can be observed in real data. In the ciliates Euplotes, sites of ribosomal frameshifting are more frequent in lowly expressed genes. Frameshifting is slow and leads to ribosome pauses at the frameshifting sites. Consequently, TE calculated as the number of footprints divided by the number RNA-seq reads is higher for lowly expressed genes (151) . Thus, it is important to note again that RiboSeq only provides a measurement of the number of elongation ribosomes on an mRNA but does not say anything about the elongation rate of ribosomes. Because of this using the TE metric as a measure of protein production per mRNA should be used with some caution.
The current RiboSeq workflow usually consists of the exclusive selection of reads of an expected length. Although this has significant advantages in avoiding additional rRNA contamination, such a restricted selection is likely to conceal part of a translation response (16) (Figure 2C ). For example, it is known that a pair of stalled ribosomes protect longer mRNA fragments from nuclease digestion (5).Thus, it is possible that selection of only ∼30 nt fragments deplete the data from some footprints left by queued stalled ribosomes. The claim that Shine-Dalgarno sequences is a major determinant of ribosome speed in bacteria (161) was reported to be an artifact of biased selection for longer footprints (162) since Shine-Dalgarno interactions with the ribosome lead to longer footprints (17) . Although no such variability has been found in eukaryotes yet, this case signals for caution. In a similar vein, the enrichment of mRNA-seq transcripts by the selection of polyA tails may conceal part of the transcriptional data. mRNAs with no or short polyA tails may be underrepresented as well as those undergoing degradation. This may have significant implications, for example Presnyak et al. calculated the half-life of ADH1 to be 4.2 min and 31.7 min for polyA selected and rRNA depleted RNA, respectively (125) . Thus, rRNA depletion as in (157) may be advantageous over polyA mRNA selection as it may provide a more accurate TE measure.
In a few studies, RNase treatment was applied to polysomal, rather than total ribosomal fractions (89, 121, 163) .This protocol modification is presumably based on the widelyheld belief that 80S ribosomes found in monosome fractions are not engaged in translation. However, a recent report from Heyer and Moore (164) found that in S. cerevisiae some 80S ribosomes in monosome fractions are engaged in translation. They were found mostly at uORFs and short acORFs. Importantly, mRNAs encoding low abundance regulatory proteins tend to be enriched in the monosome fraction. Therefore, the exclusion of the monosome fraction may deplete the data of footprints derived from those mRNAs being translated by single 80S.
Finally, not all RNA fragments identified during ribosome profiling may arise due to genuine translation. They may possibly occur because of other heavy RNPs, in which the RNA is protected from ribonucleases ( Figure 2C ). One signature of translation that can be used for discriminating genuine translation from such artifacts is triplet periodicity, however, triplet periodicity might be distorted when overlapping ORFs are translated simultaneously. Ingolia et al. (165) suggested a different approach--analysis of read length distribution. The small number of mRNAs with abnormal read length distribution and the large fraction of reads aligning to acORF suggests the extent of this artifact appears to be relatively low but it may be a significant cause of the reads aligning to RNAs annotated as non-coding (165) .
PERSPECTIVES
Ribosome profiling has opened up a novel way for exploring global protein synthesis in vivo at great detail. Despite experimental difficulties, technical artifacts and discrepancies between the studies, the technique has demonstrated its utility and is certain to stay in the arsenal of omics tools. RiboSeq has undergone substantial improvements since its development but it is clearly not yet mature (35) . Further optimization to minimize artifacts and starting material (ideally--to single cell level) is readily achievable. RiboSeq has been instrumental at addressing the mechanistic aspects of mRNA translation and it will continue to be used for this purpose. For example, we expect that ribosome profiling will be fruitful in combination with recently developed genome editing techniques that enables modification of known and putative translation factors to explore their roles in translation. RiboSeq is a powerful approach for studying genome wide effects of drug treatments. We expect therefore that it will be routinely used for exploring drug effects on gene expression, especially those that target translation. Finally, RiboSeq may be significantly enhanced by a combination with other omics approaches such as RNA-protein crosslinking which allows mapping of mRNA binding proteins to the transcriptome (166) . The combination of the two may enable delineation of RNA binding proteins in translational regulation. 
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